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Bono—artist, activist, and the lead singer of Irish rock band U2—has written a
memoir: honest and irreverent, intimate and profound, Surrender is the story of
the remarkable life he's lived, the challenges he's faced, and the friends and
family who have shaped and sustained him.

Surrender - Bono

A heartbreaking and hilarious memoir by iCarly and Sam & Cat star Jennette
McCurdy about her struggles as a former child actor—including eating disorders,

addiction, and a complicated relationship with her overbearing mother—and how
she retook control of her life.

I'm Glad My Mom Died - Jennette McCurdy

The greatest movie star of the past 75 years covers everything: his traumatic
childhood, his career, his drinking, his thoughts on Marlon Brando, James Dean,
Elizabeth Taylor, John Huston, his greatest roles, acting, his intimate life with
Joanne Woodward, his innermost fears and passions and joys.

The Extraordinary Life of an Ordinary Man - Paul Newman

Over the course of a vivid and dramatic narrative, Robinson describes the
geological forces that shaped the Sierras and the history of its exploration, going

back to the indigenous peoples who made it home and whose traces can still be
found today.

The High Sierra - Kim Stanley Robinson

Examining the two artists' personal tragedies, social statuses, boundless
productivity, and other parallels, both humorous and haunting, Hornby shows how
these two unlikely men from different centuries “lit up the world.”

Dickens and Prince - Nick Hornby

Because Our Fathers Lied gives readers a vivid, front-row view of the divisiveness
in one very prominent family, and through that family, a view of the national

divisiveness that continued long after the Vietnam War… a loving but brutally
honest account of McNamara's difficult relationship with his father

Because Our Fathers Lied - Craig McNamara

https://www.littlebrown.com/titles/craig-mcnamara/because-our-fathers-lied/9780316282444/


Nearly a decade into the second wave of America's overdose crisis,
pharmaceutical companies have yet to answer for the harms they created. As
pending court battles against opioid makers, distributors, and retailers drag on,
addiction rates have soared to record-breaking levels during the COVID
pandemic, illustrating the critical need for leadership, urgency, and change.

Raising Lazarus - Beth Macy

In "How We Can Win," Jones delves into the impacts of systemic racism and
reveals how her formative years in Chicago gave birth to a lifelong devotion to

justice.

How We Can Win - Kimberly Jones

A lifelong acolyte of the natural world, Annie Proulx brings her witness and
research to the subject of wetlands and the vitally important role they play in
preserving the environment—by storing the carbon emissions that accelerate
climate change. Fens, bogs, swamps, and marine estuaries are crucial to the
earth’s survival, and in four illuminating parts, Proulx documents their systemic
destruction in pursuit of profit.

Fen, Bog, and Swamp - Annie Proulx

The writer shares with readers what he thinks about being a novelist; his thoughts
on the role of the novel in our society; his own origins as a writer; and his musings

on the sparks of creativity that inspire other writers, artists, and musicians.
Readers who have long wondered where the mysterious novelist gets his ideas
and what inspires his strangely surreal worlds will be fascinated by this highly

personal look at the craft of writing.

Novelist as a Vocation - Haruki Murakami

A “meticulous chronicle of good triumphing over evil” from the determined young
prosecutor who, in two of America's most celebrated trials, managed to convict
famed mob boss John Gotti—and ultimately took down the Mafia altogether.

The Gotti Wars - John Gleeson

In Sweat, Bill Hayes runs, jogs, swims, spins, walks, bikes, boxes, lifts, sweats, and
downward-dogs his way through the origins of different forms of exercise,

chronicling how they have evolved over time, dissecting the dynamics of human
movement.

Sweat - Bill Hayes


